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Psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis (PsA) are interrelated
disorders, as most patients with PsA also have psoriasis.
Thus it is not surprising that epidemiological and immunogenetic studies have uncovered important links between these
two disorders. Both disorders are highly heritable, and the
prevalence of psoriasis is 19 times higher among first degree
relatives of probands with PsA compared with the general
population. Multiple human leucocyte antigen (HLA) associations are shared between psoriasis and PsA, though the
magnitudes of these associations differ between the diseases.
Genome-wide linkage studies have noted overlapping
regions of significance for these two disorders within and
outside the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region.
Thus, exploration of the genetic basis of psoriasis will likely
strengthen the contention of an underlying genetic susceptibility for PsA and vice versa.

P

soriasis and psoriatic arthritis (PsA) are clearly complex
genetic disorders that result from an interplay between
multiple genetic and environmental factors. Although
the exact aetiologies of psoriasis and PsA are unclear,
cumulative evidence implicates a substantive role for genetic
factors in both these diseases with respect to disease
susceptibility and expression.1 2 The genetic basis of psoriasis
and PsA is supported by family based investigations,
population based epidemiological studies, association studies
with human leucocyte antigens (HLAs), genome-wide
linkage scans, and candidate gene studies within and outside
the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region.

TWIN STUDIES: ESTABLISHING A GENETIC
COMPONENT
One of the most compelling ways to implicate genetics in
disease is to establish an increased disease concordance
between monozygotic twins when compared with dizygotic
twins. Indeed this is the case in psoriasis, where there is a
threefold increased risk of psoriasis in monozygotic twins
compared to fraternal twins (reviewed in reference 3).
However, as the concordance for psoriasis is never 100%
among monozygotic twins, and can be as low as 35%, the
data suggest that environmental factors also play an
important role.
At present there are no published reports of twin studies in
PsA, probably due to its lower frequency. However, Moll and
Wright reported a triplet born with an identical twin and a
non-identical third triplet.4 The identical twins both developed psoriasis with one having spondylitis and the other
polyarthritis. The non-identical triplet had no psoriasis or
arthritis.

POPULATION BASED STUDIES: QUANTITATING THE
MAGNITUDE OF GENETIC BURDEN
The magnitude of genetic contribution for a disease can be
estimated by assessing the relative proportion of disease in
the siblings (or another given degree of relatives) compared
with the prevalence of disease in the general population. This

parameter originally formulated by Risch, is denoted as lR,
where R represents the degree of relatedness.5 Three major
population based epidemiological studies, from the Faroe
Islands and Sweden,6 7 and one clinic based study from
Germany,8 have revealed a substantially higher incidence of
psoriasis in relatives compared with the general population.
The calculated l1 is 8 for the Faroe Islands cohort, 4 for the
Swedish cohort, and 10 for the German cohort.1 3 Risch also
developed a formula for using risk ratios among relatives of
differing relatedness to obtain information about genetic
models. When the risk ratio (lR 21) decreases by a factor of
greater than 2 between the first and second degrees of
relatedness, the data are consistent with a multilocus model.5
As this factor was 7 in the Faroe Islands study and 8 in the
Swedish study, a multilocus model for psoriasis is predicted.3
Another method for quantitating the burden of genetic
disease is to estimate the heritability of the disorder, which
refers to the proportion of variability of a trait attributed to a
genetic factor. The heritability can be estimated from twin
studies or population based case–control studies. The heritability for psoriasis has been estimated to be between 60%
and 90% for psoriasis (reviewed in reference 3).
Epidemiological studies demonstrating the magnitude of
genetic burden of PsA are sparse. The most robust study
estimating the strong familial clustering of PsA was
conducted by Moll and Wright in 1973.4 First and second
degree relatives of 88 patients with PsA were assessed.
Probands were ascertained from a hospital population, and
sampling was consecutive and unselective. Of the probands
with PsA, 12.5% had at least one relative with confirmed PsA.
Of the 181 first degree relatives assessed, 10 relatives had
PsA, including five siblings. Thus the overall prevalence of
PsA among first degree relatives was 5.5%. As the calculated
prevalence of PsA in the UK population is 0.1%, the risk for
affected first degree relatives (l1) is 55, a figure substantially
higher than those obtained for psoriasis (ranging from 4 to
10, as reviewed above). This study also noted a 19-fold
increase in prevalence of psoriasis among first degree
relatives of probands with PsA compared with the general
population. The remaining studies assessing the familial
tendency of PsA will not be reviewed here as they were small,
often with poor phenotype ascertainment and inadequate
controls. As reviewed by Moll and Wright, these remaining
studies also note familial clustering of PsA.4

MODE OF INHERITANCE
It is now universally acknowledged that psoriasis and PsA are
consistent with a multifactorial pattern of inheritance.1 2
However, there are scattered reports where an autosomal
dominant and autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance for
psoriasis have been proposed. For instance, transmission
through many generations of a large kindred supports
dominant inheritance,9 and Swanbeck et al found that a
recessive mode of inheritance was compatible with
Abbreviations: HLA, human leucocyte antigen; MHC, major
histocompatibility complex; PsA, psoriatic arthritis
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DECREASING CLINICAL HETEROGENEITY
Henseler and Christophers in 1985 noted that type I psoriasis,
defined by the onset of psoriasis before age 40 years, had a
stronger genetic basis as a greater proportion of patients had
a family history of psoriasis, stronger HLA associations (HLACw6, HLA-DR7, HLA-B13, and HLA-Bw57) and more severe
psoriasis.17 Patients with type II psoriasis were characterised
by a later age of onset (after 40 years) and were found to
have lower familial tendency. The risk ratio for first degree
relatives (l1) for type I psoriasis was 10, compared with 1 or 2
for those with type II psoriasis.1 As identifying a subset of
psoriasis decreases the heterogeneity of this complex
disorder, most genetic studies now focus exclusively on
probands with type I psoriasis.
We noted a similar trend in PsA, although this finding has
yet to be substantiated due to a paucity of studies.18 We
stratified PsA patients according to the age of onset of
psoriasis (before or after the age of 40 years). PsA patients
with early onset psoriasis were more likely to have a family
history of psoriasis or PsA (60% in early onset v 30% in late
onset; p = 0.001). Significant differences in other clinical
features such as skin lesions preceding joint lesions, a lower
number of actively inflamed joints at presentation, a higher
frequency of spondyloarthropathy, and differential expression of HLA antigens (HLA-B17, HLA-Cw6) in the early onset
group were also noted. In the light of these findings,
inclusion of the age of onset of psoriasis a priori, as a
potential stratification variable, may also reduce the heterogeneity in PsA.

PENETRANCE OF DISEASE
Swanbeck et al presented empirical data that may be of
relevance for genetic counselling.10 After assessing over 3000
families in which one or both parents had psoriasis, the
calculated lifetime risk of getting psoriasis if no parent, one
parent, or both parents have psoriasis was found to be 0.04,
0.28, and 0.65, respectively. If there was already one affected
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child in the family, the corresponding risks were 0.24, 0.51,
and 0.83, respectively.
In a much smaller study of PsA, we reported that if there
was already one affected child in the family, the corresponding risk for another affected sibling was 0.10, 0.22, or 0.31 if
no parents was affected, the mother was affected, or the
father was affected, respectively.19

GENE IDENTIFICATION STUDIES
Linkage studies
Two common strategies are presently employed to elucidate
genetic determinants of complex disease. One strategy,
positional cloning, is to isolate the disease gene by its
chromosomal location without any prior knowledge of the
position or function of the gene. Positional cloning requires
collection of families with multiple affected individuals so
that linkage analysis can be performed. This can be done by
one of two methods: constructing a model to explain the
inheritance of disease in the pedigrees and then estimating
the recombination fraction for a given pedigree (referred to as
the traditional or parametric method); or ascertaining
affected family members, typically affected sibling pairs,
and assessing the allele sharing (referred to as the allele
sharing or non-parametric method). The premise for the
second method is the fact that in the presence of linkage
between a marker and disease, sets of relatives who share the
same disease status are more likely to share alleles at the
marker locus than the value of 50% that would be predicted
by chance.
Both these linkage methods have been used to elucidate
the genetics of psoriasis. The psoriasis susceptibility loci that
have been mapped using linkage methods include: PSORS1
on 6p21.3, PSORS2 on 17q, PSORS3 on 4q, PSORS4 on 1cenq21, PSORS5 on 3q21, PSORS6 on 19p, PSORS7 on 1p, and
PSORS9 on 4q31.20–27 Additional putative psoriasis candidate
loci have been reported on 16q and 20p.28 The loci on 6p and
17q have been replicated with independent linkage studies.28 29 The replication for some other loci has proved to be
quite difficult. To confirm previously reported linkages to
psoriasis, the International Psoriasis Genetics Consortium
analysed 942 affected sibling pairs (ASPs) from 710 pedigrees
for 53 polymorphic microsatellites spanning 14 psoriasis
candidate regions.30 Maximum LOD score (MLS) analysis of
ASPs yielded allele sharing of 60% for markers within the
MHC. This study once again highlights the importance of this
region in the pathogenesis of psoriasis. Across the remainder
of the genome, the strongest evidence of allele sharing was
obtained on 16q and 10q22-q23. The HLA region was also
highlighted in a recent sib pair analysis where there was
higher than expected haplotype sharing among sib pairs
concordant for PsA.31
To date only one genome-wide scan has been completed in
PsA, and this study localised a candidate region on
chromosome 16q.16 This genome scan was performed using
1000 microsatellite markers in 178 patients with PsA from
39 Icelandic families. The authors reported an LOD score
of 2.17 on chromosome 16q, and further analysis, conditional on parental transmission to affected individuals,
resulted in an LOD score of 4.19. The significance of these
linkages noted in psoriasis and PsA is described elsewhere in
this supplement.32
Association studies
Association of psoriasis and PsA with alleles in the MHC
region has been recognised for over three decades, and
presently there are a plethora of association studies for both
these disorders with HLA alleles. For instance class I antigens
HLA-B13, HLA-B17 and its split HLA-B57, and HLA-Cw6
have consistently shown a positive association with
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recurrence risks among first degree relatives.10 Even in these
reports, however, a multifactorial model cannot be ruled out.
A non-mendelian mode of transmission referred to as
genomic imprinting has also been proposed for psoriasis and
PsA,11 12 as it has for several other autoimmune diseases.13
Genomic imprinting refers to an epigenetic effect that causes
differential expression of a gene depending on the sex of the
transmitting parent.14 The imprinting process, exemplified by
the Prader–Willi syndrome,14 allows gene expression from
only the maternally or paternally derived chromosome. In
one study,11 the birthweight of children of parents with
psoriasis was found to be influenced by the sex of the parent
with psoriasis, with offspring of males with psoriasis
weighing 270 g more than offspring of females with
psoriasis. The same authors reanalysed the Faroe Island
kindreds and noted a higher penetrance of psoriasis if the
father was affected or a presumed gene carrier. Interestingly,
others have also noted evidence of a parental sex effect in
psoriasis, with more psoriatic probands having an affected
father than an affected mother.15
A parent-of-origin effect has also been demonstrated in
PsA.12 We noted that the proportion of probands with an
affected father (0.65) was significantly greater than the
expected proportion of 0.5 (p = 0.001).12 Similar trends were
noted in the offspring and second degree relatives of the
proband. Furthermore, a recent linkage study in PsA noted
significant linkage only when assessing the transmission of
alleles of paternal origin.16 Thus the presence of this
epigenetic phenomenon should be considered for incorporation in the genetic model for linkage studies, as its inclusion
may influence the evidence for a linkage.
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psoriasis across various population studies.33–35 The presence
of HLA-Cw*0602 is associated with more severe and early
onset psoriasis36 and was found in 100% of patients with
guttate psoriasis.37 Meanwhile, HLA-Cw*0602 is increased
among those with PsA and is also associated with an
earlier age of onset of psoriasis.38 39 HLA-B27, HLA-B38, and
HLA-B39 have also consistently been noted to have an
increased frequency in PsA cases compared with controls.34 35 40 With respect to disease expression, HLA-B27 is
associated with back involvement, while HLA-B38 and HLAB39 occurred more frequently among patients with peripheral polyarthritis.34 35 40 These and other proposed candidate
genes in psoriasis and PsA are discussed elsewhere in this
supplement.32
Focus has now also been directed at regions outside the
MHC region. With the advent of single nucleotide polymorphism technology and high throughput genotyping, the
potential for association and linkage disequilibrium methods
has expanded greatly. The linkage and association methods
should not be thought of as being mutually exclusive
strategies but rather complementary, as association studies
are often being attempted in regions that have been localised
by previous linkage studies.
In summary, there is a clear genetic contribution to
psoriasis and PsA. Although there will likely be some distinct
genetic differences between these two disorders, epidemiological and immunological evidence suggests that some
genetic determinants are likely to be shared between these
two diseases. With the strong genetic contribution to
psoriasis and PsA, coupled with rapidly advancing sequencing and bioinformatics platforms, elucidation of the major
genetic determinants of these diseases should be feasible.
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